
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY – ATS1365 
 
WEEK 1 – WHAT IS SOCIOLOGY? 
 

• TASA – organisation of human life – how people’s lives are influenced by their experiences and opportunities  
• The impact people have on society 
• Finding complexity in simplicity – not one answer, making the ordinary special/ strange 
• Challenging assumptions about the ‘natural’ – we assume that many human behaviours are innate or natural, and ignore 

the role that social forces and social structure play in shaping us as individuals (e.g. gender roles) 
• Neil deGrasse Tyson 
• A social science – uses theory and methods (different to common sense or anecdotal evidence) 
• Society – group of people who shape their lives in aggregate and patterned ways that distinguish their group form 

other groups 
• Societies differ between countries, religions, cultures, etc 
• Society is a social system – a network (social networking) 
• Society is a social system made up of: formal & informal institutions (government/ education systems), social groups, 

social forces & individuals 
• Social systems have sets of rules/ norms - non innate/ not biological, they’re created by a society 
• Relationship between society and individuals = structure (social forces, institutions and groups) and agency 

(individual choice but not free will) 
• Society changes through activism and agency 
• Methodologies – qualitative and quantitative data, usually a mix of both 
• Auguste Comte 1820’s firs used term ‘sociology’  
• Revolutions and industrialisation – enormous social and political issues – rethinking in the way that society works 
• Contemporary sociology – social identities, globalisation, social factors in everyday loves, post-industrial economies 
• 1960’s - changes to the structures of families, relationships, work life  
• Connection between what we do (personal troubles/ our own lives) and what happens in society/ the world (public 

issues) – C. Wright Mills – The Sociological imagination (e.g. one unemployed person is a personal trouble, thousands of 
unemployed is a public issue) 

• Historical factors, cultural factors, structural factors, critical factors 
• Opportunities and resources effect life chances (e.g. private school then university) 

 
 
WEEK 2 – SOCIALISATION,  CULTURE & INSTITUTIONS 
 
Soc ia l isat ion – becoming who we are 

• Socialisation is a process of social interaction by which we learn the norms and rules of the group, society or culture that 
we are a part of. 

• Socialisation is a lifelong process (begins at birth) through which we acquire our identity as individuals, and as part of 
society.  

• Through socialisation, we internalise and understand the culture of our society. – It’s necessary that we all need to go 
through 

• The process of learning to be a participating member of society is known as socialisation… and this regulates our 
behaviour and ensures we conform to the norms and rules of our society.  

• Some people believe with out these rules, society would be chaotic – consensus, or conformity?  
• We learnt the rules of appropriate and non-appropriate behaviour through socialisation  
• Norms and values of a society carry on – reproduce themselves 
• Our agency influences the way we interpret rules of our society 
• Agents of socialisation are the individuals, groups and institutions through which individuals learn and incorporate the 

values and norms of their society and their various positions in the social structure (family, peers, religion, culture, 
ethnicity, government, law, school, university, workplace, media, advertising, the internet, popular, culture, medicine, etc)  



• Socialisation is necessary - We become fully ‘human’ and come to understand our culture and society through 
interaction with others. Us becoming who we are. How we learn to fit in. 

• The soc ia l isat ion Process:  
⇒ Socialisation is guided by rules, norms and rituals (e.g. marriage, funerals, graduation, religion and culture – 

communion) that channel us into particular roles in society. These rituals socialise us in society.  
⇒ Socialisation aims to:  

o Instil discipline 
o Develop aspirations and ambitions – how we want to serve society, what good we want to do 
o Develop and reinforce skills – e.g. learning to drive 
o Enable the acquisition of social roles – e.g being male or female, being a carer, a worker… 

• Re-soc ia l isat ion 
⇒ Can be done against a person’s will (e.g. radicalisation of young people in today’s media) 
⇒ Most easily done in a total institution (examples are prison, mental health institutions, military, cults (religious))  
⇒ Demonstrate the fragility of our socialisation and identities.  
⇒ Almost programming people to let go of their former believes/ values of society and replace them with 

something else (e.g. Stanford prison experiment – group behaviour can change people’s behaviour quickly) 
⇒ Some people do it by choice  
⇒ People are watched, all activity is controlled 
⇒ Demonstrates socialisation is a fairly fragile process – it’s not fixed and can be changed throughout life 

 
 

 
 
Pr imary:  
Birth to early childhood - learning from parents, extended family, our role in the family, we learn language skills from our family, 
we learn basic functions, how to communicate with others, how to share, right and wrong, the language our parents speak, the 
most primary and important agent of socialisation – the main shaping influence, an informal process. Being told off my parent. 
Changing nowadays with day cares. (same types of behaviour can only happen in certain places e.g. kids running around at a 
park, but not at a supermarket) 
 
Secondary :  
Learning through a formal curriculum. The hidden curriculum – rules and regulations you learnt that aren’t taught in classes (e.g. 
dress codes, being on time, respecting authority of teachers, etc). The school itself is a society that has its own rules and norms. 
Might be different to what you learnt in the family. 
 
Adul t :   
Occurs on an ongoing basis in adulthood – e.g. socialisation into the work place, university, relationships, etc 



Nature or  Nurture? 
• Used to separate socialisation and social learning from this biological inheritance 
• Is our personality due to the chemical wiring in brain (nature), the social environment (nurture), or both?  
• Nature,  or  b io logy 

⇒ The natural sciences argue that behaviour can be explained by genetics  
⇒ Heredity is the transmission of genetic characteristics from parents to children  
⇒ Instinct is an unchanging, biologically inherited behaviour.  
⇒ physical traits, illnesses, musical ability, etc 

 
• But genes interact with the environment: 
• If you have the genetic inheritance for sporting ability, then motivation, opportunity, and environment are also needed for 

you to succeed (e.g. someone who had a great coach and trained more often may do better) 
• Although there are a small number of cases where there is a high lifetime probability of a genetic predisposition to 

certain cancers or conditions, lifestyle and environment also play their part. (some people who have diseases that lie 
dormant their entire lives, but sometimes the environment can trigger these diseases) 
 

• Nurture,  or  the soc ia l  env i ronment  
⇒ Our social environment provides enormous learning opportunities  
⇒ e.g. isolated children will result in them not being able to talk, walk, fee themselves, etc (neglect worse than 

abuse) 
⇒ Most social scientists believe we are a mix of both nature and nurture 
⇒ Theories of socialisation: 

o George Herbert Mead: symbolic interactionism  
o Charles Horton Cooley: the looking- glass self 
o Erving Goffman: the presentation of self 

 
Symbol ic  Interact ion ism 
Tells us about how we learn in the environment – self-created through social interaction 
Process starts at childhood from birth (children developing sense of self at about the time they learn language) 
Suggests we are socialised as children though a three step process called ro le tak ing 

1. Imitation 
2. Play 
3. Games 

Through this we learn to internalise the expectations of society 
 
The Looking g lass se l f  
How we learn to see ourselves as other see us – how we use others to construct our self-image. A form of interaction. 
We continue this exercise of looing at ourselves/ self evaluating and reflecting how others see us throughout our lives and though 
our social interactions 
Basing reflections on one person is a poor way of looking at our self-image – should develop form a multiple space of reflection 
3 components: 

• We imagine how we appear to others 
• We imagine how we are judged by others 
• We develop a self image via their reflection 

 
Meads and Cooley Limitations: 

• Differences based on class, religion, gender and so forth – criticised for being fairly generic/ one dimensional theories 
 
The presentat ion of  se l f  
Dramaturgy: 

• Social interaction is similar to a theatre performance 
• Individuals take on roles and act them out to present a favourable impression to their audience (others) 
• We act, audience judges us (audience is everyone else) 



Surveys (numerical and qualitative), interviews, statistical analysis (census = fantastic social statistics), observations, focus 
groups 
 
Secondary sources 

• Methods discussed today not an exhaustive list, just some of the most common 
• You will often use the data or results of sociological research as secondary sources for your essays 
• As you move into 2nd and 3rd year, you may get the opportunity to collect your own data. 

 
Summary of  module 1 

• Sociology is an important discipline that examines the role of the social in an ever-changing world 
• We develop a sociological imagination via looking at the world from different perspectives 
• Sociologists understand the world as an interaction between ourselves and other social actors/society 
• This results in the process of socialisation where we learn who and how to be in society 
• Society is structured in ways that make it stratified and unequal 
• Sociological essays and research use similar skills to other disciplines, but there are some features unique to Sociology 

 
WEEK 5 YOUTH – TRADITIONS,  CULTURES,  IDENTIT IES 
 
Wright Mills: The sociological imagination – “relationship between experience and wider society”, enabling us to draw links 
between personal troubles and public issues. It enables us to grasp history and biography and the relations between the two 
within society.  
 
Youth –  
 
The life course perspective – “refers to pathways through the age-deferential life span, to social patterns in timing, duration and 
spacing, and order of events” 
 

• Biological ageing 
• The way that sociologists understand ageing – socially constructed 
• Ages become inviewed with different types of social meaning (i.e. you’re at school till 16 because society says so, not 

because of your biological age) 
 
Transitions - “Members of different cohorts undergo transitions, which are processes of individual changed within socially 
constructed timetables” 

⇒ The way social forces push people along 
⇒ A period of time when you are ‘supposed’ to be doing something/ the appropriate thing and how this impacts on 

people’s passage through time 
⇒ What we do now is very different to 50 years ago 
⇒ What happens and how things happen in peoples lives 

 
Understanding Youth 

• An emerging/ new discipline 
• Pre 1870s – youth didn't really exist! Very little attention was paid to the difference between ages 
• Life wasn’t seen as a series of distinct ages/ age sequences. Schooling wasn't universal, age of marriage varied 

massively especially compared to today (there was no sense of being too old/ too young), children drank, smoked, etc 
with adults 

• Birthdays were only celebrated by elite classes – people didn't know their age with a great deal of accuracy 
• Notion of being ‘too old’/ too young for adults relationships is something we’ve developed recently 
• Industrialisation (started the separation of age groups in a much more recognisable fashion), mass education, child 

labour, legislation ‘created’ youth and childhood 
• They ensured the physical separation of young people from adults – socially constructed 

 



Two traditions of research: 
• Psychology: G. Stanley Hall on adolescence – ‘storm and stress’ of biological change 

⇒ ‘Adolescence’ is a specific psychological term - being a transitional period between childhood and adulthood - 
focused on biological change/ body development/ hormones related to your age 

• Sociology: centred on the ways experiences are central to definitions of the youth phase 
⇒ The ways the experiences of people were central to the way that young people are linked to patterns of 

dependence/ independence 
⇒ As a sociologist, youth is very hard to define 
⇒ Ethnicity, gender and class shape the experience of youth in critical ways + locality, disability, being brought up 

in a care system, being the carer, involved in criminal justice system, etc have implications for the youth period 
– hence a more complex view of what youth is 

 
Youth as a social construction 

• Hard to define chronologically 
• Considered ‘chaotic’ 
• A complex semi dependent, semi independent status  
• E.g. pg, m, ma+ movies, having sex, watching sex, driving, higher wages, loans, voting, smoking, marriage, drinking 

alcohol, rent, responsible for crime, etc – these ages are different country to country – what responsibilities are 
bestowed upon you at different ages is important in youth structure 

• Ages vary not just historically, but within your own country as well (different states have different rules) 
• There is a huge inconsistency  

 
The construction of youth 
“The imposition of a period of compulsory schooling provides one of the starkest examples of youth’s political construction. 
Schooling marks in perhaps its most distinctive form the way in which the state uses age criteria as a means of shaping the lives 
of young…” 

⇒ Phil Mizen 2004 – The Changing state of youth 
⇒ The State determines what you do (there is no biological reason why we have to stay at school till 16, we just do) 

 
More than a social construct 

• Youth research is a prime field for the disciplinary investigation of the manifestations and effects of social change (Evans, 
2002, p.245) 

• Examination of youth – provides us a with a window to look into social and economic change 
• The study of youth is important as an indicator of the real ‘costs’ and ‘benefits’ of the political and economical systems of 

each society (Wyn and White, 1997) 
 
Approaches to understanding youth 

• Two schools of thought in youth studies – ‘transitions’ and ‘cultural’ perspectives 
• Transitions perspective - education and work experience of young people 
• Cultural perspective - culture and leisure of young people 

 
Youth as transition 

• Usually seen as composed of there interrelated elements:  
⇒ The transition from school to work 
⇒ The transition from family of origin to family of destination 
⇒ The transition from family home to independent living 

• If you enter the labour market before you’re 20, much less likely to earn at higher paying jobs 
 
Changing the nature of transitions 

• Until the 1970’s: life experiences of mass society relatively homogenous 
• Routes form school to full time work fairly straightforward, short and predictable (in the 1960’s only 5% went into higher 

education, now it’s something like 45%) 



⇒ Recognition of power of one culture over the other. Recognition hat some forms of social language are 
legitimate. Power to decide what is legitimate is decided by the middle class group/ poor group. (E.g. swearing 
is associated with one class, and not associated with the other (high class), therefore sociologically it is 
arbitrary) 

 
Howard Becker (1974) 

• Teachers classify and evaluate students in terms of a standard of the ‘ideal pupil’. 
• Presentation of work, conduct and appearance judged by teacher. 
• ‘Teachers perceived students from non-manual backgrounds as closest to this idal; those from lower working class 

origins as furthest from it’ (Becker 1974: 84) 
 
More ways of making sense of inequality 

• 197’s: Willis ‘Learning to Labour’ 
• Counter culture? 
• Resistance/ non-conformity 
• Contemporary accounts, e.g. Diane Reay: 

⇒ The ways that unlike middle class kids, w/c kids need to transfer their identify to succeed so that they can 
become compatible with the middle class  

⇒ Must take into account operations of power within education 
⇒ Working classes continue to lack access to material, cultural and psychological resources that aid educational 

success 
 
Young people and work 

• ‘Work’ has multiple meanings – (referring to employment here – the pursuit of paid work, that’s legal & legitimate) 
• We live in a market-based economy: have to sell our labour power 
• Work is also about esteem and disrespect. status and subordination, opportunity and cost, commitment and alienation 
• A central component of the transition from youth to adulthood independence is the move from education to employment  
• Young people more likely to be unemployed; to experience non payment; to be underpaid; to not receive meal breaks; to 

work illegally long shifts; greater pressure to work over time; even to have higher rates of workplace injury 
• Systemic and institutionalised form of underpayment in the form of youth wages 
• Continued experiences of employment also of significance 
• Young people’s ‘status as harbinger of the future, the nature of the younger generation’s engagement in “new” forms of 

employment has relevance beyond the sphere of youth studies (MacDonald 2009). 
• More than just having a job and being employed – quality of jobs is important.  
• The promise of the knowledge economy: a pyramid 

⇒ High skills/ knowledge jobs (large) 
⇒ Intermediate jobs (middle) 
⇒ Low skills jobs (small) 

• Contemporary labour market realities: resembles an hourglass rather than a pyramid 
⇒ High skills/ knowledge jobs (large) 
⇒ Intermediate jobs (narrow, sucked out of the economy – technology can 

replace human labour in some of these intermediate jobs) 
⇒ Low skills jobs (large) 

 
• By 2020, more than 7 million jobs are still likely to require no entry qualifications 

in the UK (IPPR, 2009); significant growth in Australia in jobs requiring cert 2/3 or 
less (DoE, 2015) 

⇒ growth is similar in Australia just not as extreme) 
 
Labour market realities 

• Great numbers DO enter work at a range of levels, across industries 
• Number of jobs requiring a degree has increased 



• Using the work of Maffesoli, Andy Bennett talked about the concept of ‘neo tribes’  
• …the group is no longer a central focus for the individual but rather one of a series of foci or ‘sites’ within which the 

individual can live out a selected, temporal role or identity before relocating to an alternative site and assuming a 
different identity (Bennett 1999: 605) 

• … the central implication here is that a fully developed mass society liberates rather than oppresses individuals by 
offering avenues for individual expression through a range of commodities and resources which can be worked into 
particular lifestyle sites and strategies. (Bennett 1999: 608) 

• ‘Sub’ or ‘dominant’ culture becomes nebulous and meaningless 
• They each become an agentic ‘resource’ not a simply ‘inheritance’ (see David Chaney (1994) on the ‘Cultural Turn’) 

 
Critiquing the critique (MacDonald and Shildrick 2009) 

• The particularised focus on youth culture in relation to music, dance and style negates a fuller, more accurate exploration 
of the cultural identities and experiences of the majority of young people (this doesn't accurately explore cultural 
identities of the majority of people – same problem ccs has is the same problem post-subculture theorist have) 

• CSS payed too much attention to class and gender, but this is placing too little attention to the importance of social 
divisions and inequalities in contemporary youth culture 

• Gary Clarke’s (1982: 1) critique of CCCS sub-culture theory: pre-occupied with ‘the stylistic appearances of particular 
tribes’ and focussed only on the ‘stylistic art of a few’ – same applies to Post Sub Cult Theory!? 

• Need to include more discussion about the ‘ordinary’ majority (Jenkins 1983) or the ‘missing middle’ (Roberts 2011) 
 
Take away thoughts 

• Culture, subculture, post subculture, lifestyle, scene or tribe… 
• The work of the CCCS, grounded in the work of the Chicago school has played huge role in developing theory of 

resistance through rituals, i.e. subcultures 
• Contemporary challenges from those who see cultures as less divided and less mediated by class and other ‘old’ 

structural divisions (post sub cultural theory)  
• And contemplate this: Did early youth sub cultures have clear links to social class, perhaps even involving political 

stances, have recent styles become more individualised with more fluid membership of groups? 
 
WEEK 8 – YOUNG MASCULINIT IES 
 
Identity 

• 2 types: social identity and self-identity  
• Shared identities are predicated on a set of common goals, values, or experiences  
• Individual and group identities are socially constructed.  
• Efforts to make social interaction meaningful, understandable and ordered by categorising people in various ways. 
• “Identity is forged in the context of specific social practices, which may be collective in nature, as with youth subcultures 

and the youth music scene. They may also be institutionally driven, as in the case of the relationship between young 
people and the social welfare system or the state. In either case, individuals negotiate who they are and who they wish to 
be in relation to external objective factors and internal subjective experiences. Identity formation is never fixed; it is 
always a work in progress.” (White and Wyn, 2008: 196) 

 
The sex-gender distinction 
Sex and gender are different things, then sexuality complicates things (like a middle category).  

• Sex refers to anatomical and physiological differences between men and women e.g. chromosomes, hormones and 
genitals. – Male and female ( though a lso note ‘ in tersex’)  

• Gender refers to the social construction of femininity and masculinity which has led to historical and conventional 
differences between men and women and their social roles, behaviour and identities – Mascul ine and femin ine  

• Sexual i ty :  “Sexuality is basically about who you're attracted to and what you enjoy from a sexual point of view. Part of 
everyone's identity and individuality comes from their sexuality… Sexuality is not always clear 

 
 
 
 



 
 
‘Something for the girls as much as the boys and, over time, it must surely come to have no special connection to either biological 
sex’ (MacInnes 1998: 45). 

• We imagine the existence of differences – by subscribing to gender ideas. Yes there are physical differences, but 
materialistically, these are the basis of the difference between tow sexes. 

 
 

 
 
 
Hegemonic masculinity theory 

 
 
Hierarchy of social dominance – dominance is critical to the formulation of masculinity
  
A position held by few but maintained by many 
Homophobia is critical in being a man – it’s masculine 
Men assume they have an obligation of control female sexuality.  
 
 
 
 

 
 



⇒ Increasing proportion of singles 
⇒ Career pressure and social mobility 

• Transforming and traditional patterns 
 
Lesbian/ gay relationships & families 

• Have a long history but the public acknowledgement of them is recent within the 20th century 
• Intentional childbearing outside heterosexual unions most controversial change in family formation  
• Lesbian baby boom began in the 80’s 
• Homosexual of heterosexual families  
• Families of choice - Challenge to heterosexual organisation of society  

 
Negotiating heterosexual sex 

• Complexity of heterosexual dating – new sexual scripts and old gender stereotypes  
⇒ Anastasia Powell – Gender habitus (drawing on Bourdieu) 
⇒ Men active/pursuant – Women passive/resistant  

• Questions: Contemporary courtship 
⇒ Terminology in use for your friends? 
⇒ What are the rules of the game for different genders?  

 
Gendered intimacy 

• Women want intimacy and ‘do intimacy’ more than men 
• Men – contradictory developments 
• SoSuave.com 

 
Social forces shaping contemporary relationships 

• Economic change 
⇒ Global domination of free-market capitalism 
⇒ More precarious work, de-regulation (week 10)  

• Emphasis on self-reliance and individual responsibility 
⇒ Minimal welfare state  

• Individualisation – emphasis on personal growth and reflexivity (Giddens)  
• Globalisation – mobility and social connectedness around the world (week 11)  
• Local cultures and traditions still have an influence (week 11)  

 
Conclusion 

• Our emotional lives are socially constructed and shaped 
• Broad historical change (this week), Economic change (week 10), Cultural change/stability (week 11)  
• With individualisation hooking up becomes easier, commitment is more difficult  
• Next Lecture – work and families  

 
WEEK 10 – WORK & FAMILIES 
 
Paid labour market 

• Paid labour market is gendered  
• Men earn more  
• Historically the Australian paid labour market is based on the 

‘breadwinner’ model – The Harvester Judgement  
• Women’s participation changes with having children men’s rarely does 
• WGEA- Workplace gender equality agency  
• Extra working days for women to earn the same as men (Source: 

Workplace Gender Equality Agency (2014b) p14) 
• Women dominate caring categories such as childcare, aged care, nursing 



 
Gender & leadership roles 
Women do better in the public service but not in parliament and not on corporate boards (Source: Australians Gender Equality Scorecard 
WGEA 2015). In January 2016, 30% of parliament was women. Women make up 18.6% of board members as of 2016. Women however are more likely to 
be higher educated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Paid labour market hostile to care 

• Most parents engaged in paid employment  
• Growth of long hours culture in paid workplaces (Pocock 2003)  
• The need for family friendly policies to be implemented  
• Increasing culture of longer hours – 26% now work more than 45 hours a week 
• Implications: takes men away from family as well. Long working hours are hostile to most forms of care. 

 
Employment patterns among couple families with children aged 0-14, OECD  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Domestic division of labour 

• Housework analysed as labour (Anne Oakley 1974)  
• Women continue to do most domestic labour and childcare  
• We are on a path to gender convergence but progress is slow and there are substantial obstacles (See Kan, Sullivan and 

Gershuny 2011)  
• More women engage in ‘double burden’ or ‘second shift’ of paid labour and domestic labour. So overall, women do more 

unpaid work than men.  
• Divisions of labour:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Housework 
changes with age 
	



EXAM 
·      2 hours long, 10 minutes reading 
·      Not open book 
·      Must use pen 
·      Script book – don't write your name, just your ID number 
·      700 words for each response – 3 responses 
·      Write what question number you’re doing at the start of each response 
·      Write the question numbers you've completed on the front of the script book 
·      Have your essays planned 
·      Make a clear statement at the beginning of what you intend to say 
·      Make a clear statement at the end of your concluding comments 
·      Don’t need an introduction/ conclusion paragraph – at least just a sentence  
·      Don't reference, but try to acknowledge author’s name where possible 
·      Avoid – general/ simplistic answers, rants off topic with no planning, too much detail/ description 
 
 
SOCIOLOGY ESSAY WRITING 

• look at essay criteria - address all the assessment criteria 
• analyse the question 
• research and read sources 
• brainstorm ideas 
• construct an outline plan 

 
RESOURCES 

• library resources 
• Search 
• databases - academic resources - journals, articles, etc 
• library home page - quick links - library guides - arts - sociology database 
• non academic resources - newspaper articles 

 
• websites to use: 
• google scholar - log in as Monash student via library 
• Australian bureau of statistics 
• government websites (.gov) 

 
• evaluating websites: 
• accuracy of author 
• authority - check domain of the site (institutions/ organisation who published the page) 
• currency - when was the page produced? 

 
 
EXTRA INFO FROM TUTOR 

• “in today's contemporary society” - DON’T USE 
• paraphrasing still needs to reference - you need a page number even if its a direct idea, not just a direct quote 
• compare intro and conclusion once finished essay to make sure they match 
• there is no set paragraphs per  - you just need as many to make your argument (you can have 3 points/ arguments, but 

do that evermore than 3 paragraphs) 
 


